Editorial

The fame of the great Iranian scientist in Medical Sciences such as Avicenna, Zakaria Razi, Farabi and etc. Shines in the world. They are experts in different sciences branches such as math, philosophy, literature, astronomy, and medicine. They are a small sample of the many centuries’ scholars that have written works. If the other people have written their experiences, they remain forever, too.

Unlike now, learning different sciences in the past centuries are possible for those interested. Medical Science and technology breakthroughs in recent decades and rapid growth in knowledge production make it impossible for learning them all by a man. So, one’s life will not be enough to learn medicine branches completely. Medical science is increasingly branched and each branch is split up into smaller divisions for easier learning but in this way, the main goal of the treatment as in Holistic Medicine, is forgotten. It seems that holistic practitioners (GP’s) as a guide for initial patients are the main members of various medical teams. In other words, it is not possible to cure the patients by one specialist alone, so a comprehensive team need for attempt to practice medicine and it is necessary to find a sense of team working. Now a day, the medical community must go towards the medical teams registering and imprinting in the public’s mind rather than the name of a person.

If a medical group wants to go along with the progress of science, it must read books and articles and participating in congresses and workshops. With the current system, which they often spend times in practice, significant progression is not possible easily so, they feel the lack of development and being self-conscious with new competitors, have gradually withdrawn from their profession. However, they have their valuable experiences that young doctors are deprived from them. Whereas, the transfer of these experiences and writing academic papers can assist in the professional development and that subject remain forever.

English is the official international language of health and medical sciences at the moment (It should be noted that the language of the distant past, the Persian, Arabic, French and finally English, was subsequently modified); the experiences transfer also requires a scientific writing training. So some colleagues with valuable and unique experiences in the medical fields didn’t write their papers due to lack of scientific writing skills. Many papers have been published in medical journals that they have introduced a new approach, whereas that methods or approaches used previously by Iranian scientists but were not published, so it has become a personal honor for the article authors.

If the experienced colleagues present their experiences in journals, they will become superior. This was our impetus to the registration and publication of present scientific journal (SJM). So our request is colleagues’ partnership with come to peace with themselves and publishes their experiences for others in the next generations.
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